
architectural solutions merit Award con
sideration. Architecture is an important 
social component which must be relevant 
to the people and their history, and good 
architecture must be in harmony with the 
major works of the world. Kowsar allowed 
for the role of the architect in weighing 
the variables which influence design proc
esses. These include nature, climate and 
mutable cultural factors. In designing 
modern architecture the spirit of the past 
deserves consideration, but not the actual 
forms or design codes, although the archi
tectural heritage is noteworthy indeed. 

Hassan identified the key seminar concepts 
in terms of architectural identity (the past 
heritage plus present and future needs), 
integrity (suitability of materials and cost
effectiveness) and serviceable building 
types. Robertson offered some basic pre
scriptions for building and tenets of good 
architecture. Among these were the injunc
tion to build within and not against the 
existing cultural and natural context, and 
to respect user reaction as a valuable 
criterion. Afshar returned to the principles 
of Islam of relevance to architecture and 
planning: equality, learning, the microcos
mic relationship of parts to the whole and 
overall unity. He discussed the practical 
application of these principles, the optimal 
synthesis of belief systems and extant 
material conditions. 

His Highness the Aga Khan acknowledged 
that more questions were raised during the 
seminar than were answered. Further dia
logue among persons and disciplines with 
this common goal is needed in order to 
establish definitions of good architecture. 
Urging the participants to spread the word 
of the Award, His Highness brought Semi
nar I to a formal close. 

Glossary 

adhan 
call to prayer 

akhlaq 
character, morals 

'amara 
to thrive; to be or become inhabited; to 
build, rebuild 

'amma 
crowd 

a~1 

roots, foundations, principles 

biidgir 
wind tower 

biitjn 
the hidden, internal 

bayt 
dwelling 

b.t.n!batana 
concealed, to hide 

bw'!bawa 
provide accommodations for, settle 

dallal 
public crier, broker, middleman 

dar 
house 

dar ai-Islam 
Islamic lands; lands to which Islam as a 
religion has spread 

dhikr 
recollection or mentioning the name of 
God 

fa(la'i1 
advantage, merit, virtue, moral or qualita
tive excellence 

fiqh 
jurisprudence in Islam 

funduq 
warehouse, inn 

ghayb 
the unseen, the supernatural 

hammam 
a bath 

handasa 
engineering, architecture, geometry, 
surveying 

l,Iaq al jar 
neighbour'S right 

l,Iaram 
whatever is forbidden; harem 

hikma 
wisdom 

'ibiidat 
acts of devotion, religious observance 

ijma' 
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in Islamic law; consensus of the authorities 
on a legal question 

ijtihad 
in Islamic law; independent judgment on 
a legal or theological question 

'ilm 
knowledge 

'iwan! aiwan! eyvan 
forecourt; three-sided rooms on court 

jaliil 
majesty, of God 

jama'a 
assembly, community 

jami 
mosque 

khallaqa 
creator, maker (could be used in reference 
to an originating imagination) 

khan 
hotel, caravanserai, inn 

kharaba 
ruin 

khawa~ 

leading personalities, people of distinction 

khibii' 
primitive tent 
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khilfah 
dissimilarity 

khishu' 
humility, submission 

khutba 
the Friday sermon by the preacher 
(khatib) at the congregational mid-day 
prayer 

kiiche 
a narrow street, passageway 

kuttab 
elementary Koranic school 

·I.b.s/labbasa 
to dress; to make obscure, to deceive 

ma'na 
sense, meaning, significance 

ma'nawi 
relating to the sense or impact (of a word 
or expression); ideal, spiritual, abstract, 
mental 

m.d.n.!madana 
to found cities, to urbanize 

mal}a1la 
a quarter, district 

mahrijan 
festival 

makhliiq 
created, creature 

maristan 
a hospital or infirmary; in modern usage 
refers especially to a lunatic asylum 

mihrab 
a r~cess in the wall of a mosque to indi
cate the qibla, the direction of Mecca 

mi'mar 
builder, architect, mason 

minbar 
the pulpit in mosque from which khutba is 
delivered 

Glossary 

mi'raj 
nocturnal ascent; the midnight journey to 
the seventh heavens (made by Mul)ammad 
on the 27th of Rajab, from Jerusalem) 

mrah 
internal space 

mu'amalat 
social intercourse, social life, conduct, 
business, transaction 

muhandis 
old usage, geometre; now architect, engi
neer, technician 

muhtasib 
traditional Muslim administrative official 
with duties including those of checking on 
weights, measures, fair prices, cleaning 
streets, inspection of bazaars 

munafiqin 
dissemblers and hypocrites 

naMa 
rising, awakening (especially national), 
renascence 

nas 
man, mankind 

qa(1i 
judge 

qal'a 
citadel 

qariya 
small town, village 

qay~ariya 

the caesarea, specialized market 

qibla 
the direction of prayer, i.e., toward Mecca 

ra'a' 
mob, rabble 

rab' 
a range of district lodgings over shops or 
storehouses separate from them, but gen
erally having one common entrance and 
staircase (in Egypt) 

rabac.J 
suburb 

sabat 
roofed lane or street; arcade 

sabil 
public fountain 

saradib 
multiple-storied basements, subterranean 
vaults; cisterns 

sarai 
warehouse 

s.k.n. I sakana 
to inhabit 

sunna 
the orthodox Islamic tradition 

tajdid 
origination, renewal, rejuvenation 

tiilib 
student 

taq 
arch or vault 

tawl}id 
belief in the Unity of God (in mysticism, 
mergence in the unity of the universe) 

'umma 
Islamic community 

'umran 
inhabitedness, civilization, building 

'uswa 
example, model, pattern 

wakiila 
an inn, caravanserai, enclosure for commer
cial purposes 

waqf/habus 
land or property held in Muslim religious 
trust 

wiha'i 
re~ealing, giving an impression of God 

wijdan 
of the soul, manifesting the intensity of 
existence; existence 


